Appendix D: OECD Import Diagram

1. Determine if waste is hazardous & subject to manifesting (§262.10(d))

2. Establish Contract (§262.85)

3. EPA notified by foreign notifier & DF (§264/5.12(a))

4. EPA consents to the shipment (§262.82(b))

DF = Designated Facility

5. Waste and TD enter U.S.

6. Consignee/RT sign TD & initiates manifest (§262.84(c))

7. Transporters sign TD (§262.84(d)) & manifest

8. DF receives waste & sends signed TD copies offsite within 3 days - keeps copies for 3 yrs (§262.84(e))

EPA TD
Notifier TD
Foreign authority TD

TD = Tracking Document